
GCV DAFFODIL DAY 2022 
Artistic Design Flower Show Schedule 

The British are Coming!!! 

InterClub Division 

Class 1 “Kapow!”                                                                  4 Entries 
With her vibrant colors, luscious textures, showstopping container treatments, unique  
combinations and bold designs, Paula Pryke delivered a“Kapow” punch to the   
floral design world. Save the date and be sure to join us as Paula Pryke travels “across  
the pond” to join the Garden Club of Virginia in Richmond on May 12, 2022. 

Inspired by Paula Pryke, create your own “Kapow” moment.  Displayed on a 12-inch  
gray square pedestal 42 inches high, arrangement will be viewed from three sides against  
either a creamy  white or a soft aqua background and may extend no more than 6 inches  
beyond any side of the pedestal, with no height limitation. While daffodils are to be   
included, they need not predominate. Please include a Statement of Intent of 25 words or  
fewer to communicate to the viewer the designer’s creative vision and intent. 

Class 2 “A Sissinghurst Spring “ 4 Entries 
Vita Sackville-West and husband, Harold Nicolson, in 1930 purchased Sissinghurst  
Castle and transformed the ruins of the Elizabethan mansion and gardens. With a long  
writing career producing poems and plays, Vita’s “The Land” (1926) won the   
Hawthornden prize in 1927, memorialising the customs, rituals, and landscapes of her  
native Kent’s agricultural seasons. 

She walks among the loveliness she made, 
Between the apple-blossom and the water— 

She walks among the patterned pied brocade, 
Each flower her son, and every tree her daughter. 

This is an island all with flowers inlaid, 
A square of grassy pavement tessellated; 

Flowers in their order blowing as she bade, 
And in their company by her created. 

Excerpt from The Land, Spring,“The Island” 
London, 1926, Vita-Sackville-West 

Bring a bit of Sissinghurst Spring to Lewis Ginter, incorporating a garden container,  
accessory, or garden ornament that evokes the feeling of  at Sissinghurst Castle Garden.   
To be displayed in the foyer of the Kelly Education Center flanking the donor tree within   
a 24” x 24” space with a gray floor covering against a grey wall flanking the Lewis  
Ginter donor tree. To be viewed from three sides. No height limitation and accessories are 
permitted. Please include a Statement of Intent of 25 words or fewer to communicate to   
the viewer the designer’s creative vision and intent. 
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Class 3 “Raining Cats and Dogs”                                                                                      4 Entries   
According to theculturetrip.com, the top expression describing the rain that is an integral 
part of British life, is “‘it’s raining cats and dogs’  (which) has many theories. One very  
fanciful one is that in old England, dogs and cats used to sleep on the roofs of   
thatched houses, sliding off them when it started to rain.” 

Create a floor design incorporating a bumbershoot - i.e., an umbrella or umbrellas.  
Exhibits will be displayed within an L-shaped 5’ x 3’ space with a gray floor covering   
against an aqua wall and may be arranged in place. To be viewed from the front and one   
side. Accessories are permitted. Please include a Statement of Intent of 25 words or fewer 
to communicate to the viewer the designer’s creative vision and intent. 

. 
Indivdual/Partner Division 

Class 4 “Tea for Two”                                                                                                       5 Entries 
Constance Spry, who rose to prominance from humble beginnings, in her youth found  
refuge in the garden, becoming a keen observer and proponent of using garden favorites  
as well as weeds and other unconventional materials in her designs. She never lost her  
sense of how the commonplace could be truly magnificent. In 1953 Constance prepared  
the flowers for Queen Elizabeth II’s coronation and luncheon that followed.  Sheila  
Macqueen, trained at the Constance Spry School, like her mentor served as arranger for  
the British royal family and floral designer for the wedding reception of Prince Charles  
to Princess Diana at Buckingham Palace. In 1980 she toured and taught in the United  
States, sharing her flower expertise and elegant style at a day-long flower arranging  
program sponsored by four Richmond clubs of the Garden Club of Virginia. 

Create a Tablescape for tea with Constance Spry and Sheila Macqueen using 
narcissus and garden flower favorites of pollinators. A 30” diameter round table will be   
supplied, covered by a moss green cloth. Exhibitors may add a table topper of their own   
choice. Exhibits will be viewed from all sides. Accessories are permitted. Please include a 
Statement of Intent of 25 words or fewer to communicate to the viewer the designer’s   
creative vision and intent. 

Class 5 “Taking the Train” 4 Entries 
Princess Diana’s wedding dress became one of the most iconic wedding dresses of all  
time, often dubbed the ‘most closely guarded secret in fashion history’ because so few  
details were revealed until its debut on Diana’s wedding day. Designed by David and  
Elizabeth Emanuel, a young designer couple who would suddenly find themselves  
propelled to the international stage, the choice was considered a patriotic one,   
supporting the UK’s fashion industry. The chosen dress was a silk-taffeta fairytale gown  
with Eighties era-defining puff sleeves and a 25-foot train, the longest in the history of  
royal wedding dresses. (Tatler, by Annabelle Spranklen, 29 July 2021). 

In a Cascade design, recreate the Emanual’s confection of Princess Diana’s showstopping 
train. Displayed on a 12-inch gray square pedestal 42 inches high, arrangement will be   
viewed from three sides against  a black background,  extending no more than 6   
inches beyond any side of the pedestal and no higher than 30” inches. Please include a   
Statement of Intent of 25 words or fewer to communicate to the viewer the designer’s   
creative vision and intent. 
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Class 6 “Trailblazing New Worlds” 4 Entries 
A GCV Judges’ Challenge Class for individuals enrolled in the GCV Judging Program 

Queen Elizabeth I, a well-educated, highly intelligent, determined, shrewd, and    
sometimes-fiery red-haired ruler, reigned for 45 years from 1558 and brought to the  
English people what is generally considered one of the most glorious in English history.  
Often called by historians “the golden age in English history,” Elizabeth I encouraged  
the exploration of new worlds in order to keep pace with the changes that were taking  
place throughout Europe.  Her patronage of the privateer Sir Frances Drake, who  
circumnavigated the globe (1577–80) and was the most renowned seaman of the   
Elizabethan Age, was acclaimed, sometimes questioned, and thoroughly legendary. 

Be a trailblazer, and explore with the Garden Club of Virginia our newest design   
style - Casual Contemporary. Full details are debuted in the GCV website:  
www.gcvirginia.org in Our Work_Horticulture & Artistic Design_Resources/ 
Downloads_Artistic Design_Contemporary Floral Styles & Designs. Contemporary and  
totally “today,” this new open, airy, relaxed style celebrates the unique beauty of each  
garden flower and breathes fresh air into our arranging world. Following the GCV  
initiative to employ alternatives to floral foam, please use creative methods of support  
other than floral foam, listing your chosen method along with your floral materials.  
Displayed on a 12-inch gray square pedestal 42 inches high, viewed from three sides  
against a black background, extending no more than 6 inches beyond any side of the  
pedestal and no  higher than  30” inches.  Please include a Statement of Intent of 25  
words or fewer to communicate to the viewer the designer’s creative vision and intent. 

Class 7 “Not Just Narcissus ”                                                                                              4 Entries 
“When Xa Tollemache first set foot in Helmingham Hall’s 400-acre grounds as its new   
chatelaine, she says she had ‘not the slightest clue’ about gardening - but she rolled up   
her sleeves, took an evening course and set to work. Since transforming Helmingham in   
Suffolk, she has become one of Britain’s foremost garden designers, winning a gold medal 
for her debut appearance at the Chelsea Flower Show in 1997 (the first of many prizes)   
and landscaping everything from ‘pocket-handkerchief’ London backyards to the grounds 
of Scottish castles. In the Millenium Garden at Castle Hill, Xa’s garden design surprises   
visitors with vegetables and leafy greens tucked in beside traditional flowers, their forms, 
patterns and colors complementing each others’ shapes and textures. 

Create an arrangement for the center hall at Castle Hill, incorporating Xa Tollemache’s   
adventurous combinations which she incorporated into the Castle Hill Millenium Garden. 
Displayed on a 12-inch gray square pedestal 42 inches  high, viewed from three sides  
against either a creamy white or a soft aqua background, extending no more than 6  
inches beyond any side of the pedestal, with no height limitation. While daffodils are to   
be included, they need not predominate.  Please include a Statement of Intent of 25 words   
or fewer to communicate to the viewer the designer’s creative vision and intent. 

Class 8 “Lady Sybil Sassoon Cholmondeley”                        4 Entries 
Born and raised in London, the only daughter of Sir Edward Albert Sassoon, 2nd Bt. and   
Baroness Aline Caroline de Rothschild, Sybil first sat for John Singer Sargent at about   
eighteen years old and they became great friends. When in 1913 she married  The Earl of 
Rocksavage, later the 5th Marquess of Cholmondeley, Sargent presented her a full oil   
portrait as a wedding gift. The shawl entwining her shoulders bears Sargent’s   
signature. Mother of three children and prominent society hostess, Lady Sybil chose to   
live in and rescue Houghton Hall, one of England’s finest Palladian houses. Built in the   
1720s for Great Britain’s first Prime Minister, Sir Robert Walpole, there resided Walpole’s 
art collection, one of the greatest of European art in Britain. Successive generations  
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incurred debts that forced the sale of the collection to Catherine  
the Great of Russia and led to the deterioriation of the entire  
estate. Only when the future 5th Marquess of Cholmondeley and  
his wife took on Houghton just after World War I did it   
eventually return to its former glory. As savoir and guardian,  
Sybil worked tirelessly to restore house and gardens, opening to  
the public - a truly courageous act at the time and one which   
saved Houghton Hall for posterity. A thoroughly remarkable  
person, during World War II, Lady Cholmondeley also served  
her country as Chief Staff Officer and Superintendent and Chief  
Staff Officer in Women’s Royal Naval Service (WRNS), popularly known as “the Wrens,”  
and later was made a Commander of the Order of the British Empire. The present  
Marquis has restored Houghton’s five-acre walled garden and water garden as a tribute  
to his remarkable grandmother. 

Create an Interpretive Design evoking John Singer Sargent’s portrait of Lady Sybil  
Sassoon Cholmondeley. Displayed on a 12-inch gray square pedestal 42 inches  high,  
viewed from three sides against either a creamy white or a soft aqua background,   
extending no more than 6 inches beyond any side of the pedestal, with no height   
limitation. An image of the portrait will be displayed with Class 8. Please include a  
Statement of Intent of 25 words or fewer to communicate to the viewer the designer’s  
creative vision and intent. 

Class 9 “SOS Signals”                                                                                                       4 Entries 
Royal historian Hugo Vickers shares the secret signals communicated by Queen Elizabeth 
II from the position of her ever-present purse. Moving the handbag from one hand to  
another means that Her Majesty is ready to conclude her current conversation. Other   
“Telegraph” reported signals include moving the handbag to the table at dinner (end the   
event in 5 minutes) and placement of the bag on the floor (rescue, please!). Forever  
gracious, the monarch maintains her grace and allows her purse do the talking. 

Fashion a Botanical Arts Embellished purse suitable for Queen Elizabeth II to wear on   
her arm to a garden party. Your design will incorporate dried floral material only, and  
Botanical Arts Embellishment guidelines are published in this Schedule. Viewed from   
three sides, exhibits will be displayed atainst an aqua wall on a table 6’ x 18” covered   
with a black tablecloth. Purses may be displayed either hung on a black metal wreath  
stand, 35” high, with a 9” wide circular base, and 1/4” diameter supplied by the Artistic   
Design Committee, or on a black easel supplied by the exhibitor. The height of the wreath 
stand hook may be adjusted by the exhibitor. Display space on the table for each purse is   
18” square. Exhibitors may place the hook into a container or base of their choice which   
is no wider than 12” in diameter. Please include a Botanical Arts Key Card and a 
Statement of Intent of 25 words or fewer to communicate to the viewer the designer’s   
creative vision and intent. 

Class 10  “Heads Up”                                                                                          4 Entries 
The Kitten Grayson Flowers London-based studio forms a cutting-edge “synaesthetic  
relationship with nature and a commitment to sustainability. . . Kitten . . . and Harriette  
Tebbutt, the studio’s Creative Director . . . together have developed the studio’s unique  
signature style - refined yet wild blooms paird according to habitat and season . . . They  
designed the iconic London Gate entrance to the (2018) RHS Chelsea Flower Show to  
great acclaim.” (Flowers from the Farm) 

Fashion a “Kitten-esque” Botanical Arts Couture headpiece that Kitten Grayson would  
love to wear to the opening of the RHS Chelsea Flower Show. Dried floral material  
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may be used. Each exhibit will be displayed atop a grapevine ball 8” in diameter painted  
taupe and supplied by the committee. A base of exhibitor’s choice may be included for  
the grapevine ball with headpiece, placed in an 18” square space on a 6’ x 18” table  
covered with a black tablecloth against an aqua wall. Please include a Botanical Arts Key  
Card as well as a Statement of Intent of 25 words or fewer to communicate to the viewer  
the designer’s creative vision and intent. 

Class 11 “Two If By Sea”            6 Entries 

Listen, my children, and you shall hear 
Of the midnight ride of Paul Revere 

. . .  
He said to his friend, “If the British march 

By land or sea from the town to-night, 
Hang a lantern aloft in the belfry-arch 

Of the North-Church-tower, as a signal-light,— 
One if by land, and two if by sea; 

And I on the opposite shore will be, 
Ready to ride and spread the alarm 

Through every Middlesex village and farm, 
For the country-folk to be up and to arm.” 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow in 1860 wrote a poem chronicling silversmith Paul  
Revere’s warning on April 18, 1775 that British troops, disembarking from their man-of-  

  war in Boston harbor, were on the move. Revere rode through the night from Charlestown 
to Lexington, his shouts echoing through the Massachusetts countryside, “The British are 
coming!” 

Create an Echo Design, to be displayed on a 6’ table, 33” high, covered with a grey cloth  
against a grey background. Space for each exhibit will be 18” x 24” with no  
height restriction. Exhibits will be viewed from three sides.  Please include a  
Statement of Intent of 25 words or fewer to communicate to the viewer the designer’s  
creative vision and intent. 

Special Notes to Exhibitors: 

Please use whenever possible an alternative to floral foam, and always in Class 6,  
“Contemporary Casual” Judge’s Challenge, as specified in the Schedule.  

Also please pay close attention to GCV’s list of protected and invasive plants (www.gcvir-
ginia.org_??? 

Cheers! Artistic Design and Horticulture materials will be recycled to bring Spring to oth-
ers, so please save them.  Simply leave materials in the marked buckets provided at work-
room closure. For questions or to volunteer to help: please contact Meredith Lauter at 
meredithlauter@gmail.com. Thank you! 

Please be sure to visit our display of “The 10 Most NOT WANTED Invaders.” You may be 
surprised at what you see - we were! 

REGISTRATION 
Advance registration is required. Please register online at www.gcvirginia.org from January 15, 2022 to 

March 15, 2022. 
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 Individuals who register are responsible for furnishing an exhibit or securing a substitute. 

Registration Questions 
Please direct any questions concerning registration or requests for entry cards to the Artistic Design 

Registration Coordinator: Bev Earman, msqa2001@yahoo.com 

ARTISTIC DESIGN EXHIBITS 
Exhibit Space 

Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden provides a video of exhibit spaces for Artistic Design at www.lewisgin-
ter.org. Click on Visit_Facility Rental_Wedding and Events Virtual Tours Playlist. 

A scale drawing of the Azalea Room display space is also included below. 
Artistic Design Workrooms 

Artistic Design Workrooms will be open from12:00 noon to 7:00 pm  on Monday, March 28, 2022 and 
from 7:00 am to 11:00 am on Tuesday, March 29, 2022. 

Please remove from the Workrooms any materials you wish to take with you by 11:00 am on Tuesday, 
March 29, 2022. 

To recycle unused floral materials, please place in designated buckets in the Workrooms for recycling.  
Thank you! 

Exhibit Placement, Passing, and Removal 
Exhibits may be placed and passed from 12:00 noon to 7 pm on Monday, March 28, 2002  

and from 7:00 am to 10:00 am on Tuesday, March 29, 2002. 
All exhibits are to be in place and passed by 10:00 am on Tuesday, March 29, 2022. 

Exhibits may be removed following the flower show at 5:00 pm on Tuesday, March 29, 2002. 

DAFFODIL DAY OPEN 
Daffodil Day Flower Show will be open to exhibitors, guests, and the public from 2:00 pm to 5:00 pm on 

Tuesday, March 29, 2002. 

AWARDS 
Awards will be presented at Daffodil Day at 2:00 pm on Tuesday, March 29, 2022. 

ARTISTIC DESIGN DIVISION 

1. The Schedule is known as “The Law of the Show.”
2. InterClub Class exhibits are entered in the name of the GCV club and may be prepared by a team

of club members.
3. Individual/Partner Class exhibits may be prepared by two GCV members workjng together.
4. An exhibitor(s) may enter as many classes as desired but only one entry per class.
5. Designs will be judged according to the GCV Principles of Design: balance, dominance, contrast,

rhythm, proportion, and scale and the Elements of Design: light, space, line, form, size, pattern,
texture and color. Creativity, distinction, conformance to and interpretation of the class and
Schedule are important.

6. Flowers of the theme show (daffodil) must predominate in all designs unless otherwise
specified in the Schedule. Class 1 “Kapow” and Class 7 “Not Just Narcissus” are exceptions
where daffodils need not predominate.

7. Plants on the Endangered Species list may be used only if grown in exhibitor’s garden and garden
grown should be noted on the plant material card.

8. Seasonal, garden grown flowers are preferred.
9. Designs must include some fresh plant material with the exception of Botanical Arts entries.
10. Artificial flowers, foliage, and fruit are not permitted.
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11. Treating fresh plant material by application of substances such as paints, dyes, etc. is not    
 permitted. Plants may be clipped, stripped, bent, or otherwise manipulated. 
12.  Living creatures are not permitted. 
13.  The following are permitted, unless prohibited by the schedule: 
 a. Accessories 
 b. Bases 
 c. Contrived flowers and/or forms made of fresh or dried plant material 
 d. Cut fruit or vegetables 
 e. Objects that add interest when tastefully used, e.g., nests, feathers, coral, sponges,  sea   
  fans, starfish, antlers, etc. 
 f. Container-grown plants growing in soil as part of Pot-et-Fleur or other appropriate classes 
 g. Dried and/or treated plant material 
 h. Cards of Intent (3x5 inches) 
14.  There are several types of backdrops used in the flower shows. No flower material may touch   
 the sides, back, or roof if present. Arrangements will be judged in proportion to the size of the   
 backdrops, if applicable. 
15. A description of floral design styles included in the Schedule may be found at  
 www.gcvirginia.org/Our Work/Horticulture and Artistic Design/Artistic Design/Traditional Floral 
 Styles and Designs/Contemporary Floral Styles and Designs. 

ARTISTIC PROCEDURES 
1.  All Artistic entries must be pre-registered with the Artistic Design Registration Chairman. 
2.  The exhibitor must confirm the information on the exhibit card (emailed to exhibitor following   
 registration): name(s) and address(es), GCV membership, novice and mentor-novice status. A   
 novice is one who has not won a Blue ribbon or a GCV novice award in a GCV Flower Show.   
 A mentor is one who has won a Blue ribbon or a GCV novice award in a GCV Flower Show.  
 Mentor-novice partners should check the appropriate box on the exhibit card. 
3.  Upon completion of the design, prepare a 3x5 inch card listing plant material, noting "G" for   
 garden grown or "F" for florist flowers. A Pot-et- Fleur must include "R" for rooted material or   
 "C" for cut material. Plants on the Virginia Endangered Species list grown in an exhibitor’s  
 garden must also be noted. 
4.  All exhibits are passed by the Passing Judges prior to the opening of the show. Passing Judges   
 confirm that the exhibit meets the style specified in the Schedule, published space requirements,   
 Exhibitor’s information (including Novice and Mentor eligibility), and floral materials list / Key   
 Card in Botanical Arts. An exhibitor whose exhibit does not meet the Schedule will be given an   
 opportunity, if time allows, to correct.  An exhibit may only be disqualified by consultation with   
 the GCV Artistic Design Committee Chairman and the GCV Judging Coordinator. 
5.  For questions concerning the Artistic Design Schedule, please contact Meredith Lauter,    
 meredithlauter@gmail.com. 
6.  For maximum participation flexibility, when classes are filled a Waiting List will be maintained.   
 The Artistic Design Committee may add or delete classes or adjust the number of entries within a   
 division, class, or classes. 

BOTANICAL ARTS EMBELLISHMENT 
Instructions for Class 9 

1. Botanical Arts Embellishment exhibits incorporate a man-made object enhanced with dried   
 plant material. Materials may be artificially treated. Complete coverage of the object is not   
 required. All plant material used must be dried, including flowers, foliage, seeds, pods, nuts (in or 
 out of shells), vegetables, twigs, vines, reeds, etc.  Only plant material, mechanics and their   
 surface treatments (i.e., paints, nail polishes, varnishes, waxes, etc.) are permitted.  Artificial,   
 endangered and locally invasive plant material may not be used. 
2. Any plant material may  be cut, incised or shaped to enhance artistic effect. 
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3.  Processed products may not be included in design (i.e., couscous, tapioca, ground cinnamon,   
 ground coffee or ground pepper, etc.). 
4. Accessories may be included at the discretion of the exhibitor as long as they are an integral part   
 of the design created by the exhibitor from natural plant materials.  
5. A key card must accompany each entry with an untreated sample of each plant material used in   
 the design, correctly identified with botanical and common names, affixed to a 4” X 6” white,   
 unlined  card. The required information must be printed in pencil or black waterproof ink or typed. 
6. A Statement of Intent, of 25 words or fewer, on a 4” x 6” white, unlined card, printed in black   
 waterproof ink or typed, should accompany each exhibit. 

BOTANICAL ARTS COUTURE 
Instructions for Class 10 

1. Botanical Arts Couture exhibits are designs emulating an item of clothing and/or other fashion   
 accessory created from all dried plant material.  All plant material used must be dried, including   
 flowers, foliage, seeds, pods, nuts (in or out of shells), vegetables, twigs, vines, reeds, etc.  Only   
 plant material, mechanics and their surface treatments (i.e., paints, nail polishes, varnishes,   
 waxes, etc.) are permitted.  Artificial, endangered and locally invasive plant material may not be   
 used. 
2.  Any plant material may be cut, incised or shaped to enhance artistic effect. 
3. Plant materials may be artificially treated.  
4.   Mechanics or structural base material should be invisible. 
5.  Processed products may not be included in design (i.e., couscous, tapioca, ground cinnamon,   
 ground coffee or ground pepper, etc.). 
6.  A Statement of Intent, of 25 words or fewer, on a 4” x 6” white, unlined card, printed in black   
 waterproof ink,  should accompany each exhibit to communicate to the viewer the designer’s   
 creative vision and intent. 
7.  A key card must accompany each entry with an untreated sample of each plant material used in   
 the design, identified with botanical and common names, affixed to a 4” X 6” white, unlined   
 card. Please print in pencil or black waterproof ink or typed. 
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Azalea Room at Lewis Ginter Botanical Garden 
Class 2 will be located in the Kelly Education Center foyer, flaking the LGBG donor tree. 
Class 11 will be located in the Kelly Education Center hallway adjacent to the Azalea Room.
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